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Abstract
In this paper a technique is presented that combines interactive
hardware accelerated bump mapping with shift-variant anisotropic
reflectance models. An evolutionary path is shown how some
simpler reflectance models can be rendered at interactive rates on
current low-end graphics hardware, and how features from future
graphics hardware can be exploited for more complex models.
We show how our method can be applied to some well known
reflectance models, namely the Banks model, Ward’s model, and an
anisotropic version of the Blinn-Phong model, but it is not limited
to these models.
Furthermore, we take a close look at the necessary capabilities
of the graphics hardware, identify problems with current hardware,
and discuss possible enhancements.
CR Categories:
I.3.1 [Computer Graphics]: Hardware
Architecture—Graphics processors; I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]:
Picture/Image Generation—Bitmap and frame buffer operations;
I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Color, Shading, Shadowing and Texture
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Introduction

Blinn [2] has shown how wrinkled surfaces can be simulated by
only perturbing the normal vector, without changing the underlying
surface itself. The perturbed normal is then used for the lighting
calculations instead of the original normal. This technique is generally called bump mapping. A simple lighting model such as the
Phong model [21] or the Blinn-Phong model [3] is usually used for
the lighting calculations.
Recently, hardware accelerated bump mapping has been introduced, which is capable of rendering diffuse and specular reflections. For the diffuse reflection a lambertian surface is assumed and
for the specular reflection the Blinn-Phong model is used, since in
both cases only an (exponentiated) dot-product needs to be computed, which can be done with either the OpenGL imaging subset [8, 22] or e.g. with NVIDIA’s register combiner extension [11].
These hardware accelerated bump mapping techniques only allow to vary the specular coefficient of the Blinn-Phong model freely
(using an additional so-called gloss map, which is simply modulated onto the bump map), whereas the Phong exponent, which con∗ {kautz,hpseidel}@mpi-sb.mpg.de, Im Stadtwald, 66123 Saarbrücken,
Germany.

trols the sharpness of the highlight, has to remain constant across a
polygon.
Moreover, the Blinn-Phong model in its original form can only
model a very limited number of materials, hence it is desirable to
be able to use other more general reflectance models.
Hardware accelerated techniques, which allow the usage of more
complex [8] or almost arbitrary [10] bidirectional reflectance functions (BRDFs) have already been developed. These methods can
only handle BRDFs that are shift-invariant across a polygon and
the local coordinate frame is only allowed to change smoothly (local coordinate frames are specified per vertex rather than per pixel),
i.e. they cannot be used for bump mapping or rapidly changing
anisotropy.
The per pixel computation of dot-products is now becoming
available even on low-end graphics hardware, such as the NVIDIA
GeForce 256. Dependent texture lookup (also known as Pixel Textures [23]), which allows to use one texture map to contain indices,
which are then used to index into another texture map, is expected
to be readily available by the end of the year.
We propose a technique that evaluates BRDFs on a per-pixel basis using these two capabilities at interactive rates, even if the local
surface coordinate frame and the material properties (i.e the parameters of the BRDF) are allowed to vary per pixel. For approximations of some simpler lighting models it is even sufficient to have
the possibility to do per-pixel dot-products.
The basic idea we use is simple. A given analytical lighting
model is broken up into complex functions that cannot be computed
by the graphics hardware. These functions are sampled and stored
in texture maps. Each of the functions depends on some parameters
which need to be computed from surface and material properties,
such as the local coordinate frame, roughness of the surface, and
so on. For every pixel of the surface these properties are stored in
texture maps. The computation of the parameters of the complex
functions depends on the used reflectance model, but requires only
simple math, such as dot-products and multiplications, which can
be done in hardware, since dependent texturing is used to perform
all complex operations. The computed parameters are then used
to index into the sampled complex functions using a dependent texture lookup, which effectively evaluates them. Finally the evaluated
functions are recombined, depending on how they were broken up,
e.g. using multiplication or addition.
This allows us to render surfaces at interactive rates, where the
tangents and normals as well as the parameters of the reflectance
model can change per pixel, which is equivalent to bump mapping
with a shift-variant anisotropic BRDF. For instance, it is possible to
render a roughly brushed surface with small bumps or to render a
knife with a blade that has only a few scratches.

2

Related Work

Hardware accelerated rendering techniques for bump mapping,
which was originally introduced by Blinn [2], have recently been
proposed. A technique called embossing [15] uses a multipass
method that works on traditional graphics hardware and is capable
of rendering diffuse and specular reflections. The bump map needs
to be specified as heights in a texture map. Dot-product bump map-

3

Mapping Reflectance Models to Graphics Hardware

Our method works as illustrated in Figure 1. First, a given analytical BRDF is decomposed into sub-functions, e.g. square root,
exponentiation and other complex computations which are not supported by the hardware. We sample these complex functions and
put them into texture maps, which will be used later on. In case
of Figure 1, we have two two-dimensional
√ vtexture maps, one for
F (s, t) = exp st and one for G(u, v) = u .
The parameters of the functions are computed from the surface and material properties, which are allowed to vary per pixel,
e.g. the normal, the tangent, the binormal, the surface roughness,
anisotropy, and so on. These varying properties are stored in texture maps, which we will call material textures from now on. The
viewing and light directions are also usually used in the computation of the parameters, but need not to be stored in texture maps,
since they only vary smoothly, e.g. they can be specified as the color
at the vertices.
The computation of the function parameters is done in the
parameter stage. For instance, this can be implemented with
NVIDIA’s register combiner extension [18] or with a combination
of multiple passes, blending, and the color matrix of the OpenGL
imaging subset [22], see Section 4 for a detailed example. In our
example from Figure 1 three parameters have to be computed using
dot-products and one is directly read from the texture map.
After the function parameters have been computed, they are used
for a dependent texture lookup 1 . The dependent lookup corresponds to evaluating the complex functions which originally could
1 Dependent

texture lookup is currently only available on SGI Octanes

not be computed by the graphics hardware. The results of the dependent texture lookups are combined (e.g. multiplication or addition, depending on how the BRDF was broken up) and we have
evaluated the BRDF.
Some reflectance models can be modified so that the dependent
texture lookup is not needed at all, making our method work with
current hardware, see the next subsections.
The type of reflectance models that can be used with this method
is highly dependent on the operations supported by the graphics
hardware in the parameter stage. We limit ourselves to models that
can be computed with either the register combiners or with multiple
passes and the color matrix.

precalculation

α
exp( n . l / v . t )*sqrt( b . l )

G(u,v) = sqrt(u)

F(s,t) = exp(s/t)
F(s,t)

F(s,t)
rendering

ping, which is also called normal mapping, is also used to render
diffuse and specular reflections from small surface bumps. It directly stores the normals of the surface in texture maps [8, 28], but
needs some more advanced hardware feature, namely the ability to
compute dot-products per pixel.
Dedicated hardware support for bump mapping has also been
proposed or even implemented [5, 16, 20]. A more general approach was used by Olano and Lastra [19], who have built graphics
hardware that can run small shading programs and is therefore also
capable of doing bump mapping. Pixel textures have already been
shown to be useful in a variety of different applications [9].
Many BRDF models have been proposed over the past years. We
will only briefly mention a few that we are using throughout this paper. The widely used Phong model [21], which is neither physically
plausible nor empirical, has been modified by Blinn [3] to make it
visually more satisfying. Ward [27] has introduced an anisotropic
BRDF model that is based on an anisotropic Gaussian micro-facet
distribution. Banks [1] has proposed a BRDF which assumes small
fibers along the given tangent, resulting in anisotropic reflections.
Hardware accelerated rendering usually uses the Blinn-Phong
model, because of its mathematical simplicity. Recently new
techniques have been developed to incorporate other more complex BRDF models. Heidrich and Seidel [8] factored the Banks
model [1] and the Cook-Torrance model [4] analytically and put
the factors into texture maps. Texture mapping was then used to
reconstruct the original models. Kautz and McCool [10] first reparameterized BRDFs and then decomposed them numerically. The
reconstruction was also done using texture mapping. Both methods assume smoothly varying normals and tangents, i.e. they can
neither be used with bump mapping, nor can the parameters of the
reflectance model vary.
So far, it has not been possible to achieve interactive per-pixel
shading with varying surface and material properties, which our
method is capable of.
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Figure 1: Example of how our method works conceptually.
In the rest of this section we will show how our method can be
applied to the Banks model, to an anisotropic version of the BlinnPhong model, and to Ward’s model. We also propose an approximation to the Banks model and the Blinn-Phong model so that it
can be used without the dependent texture lookup.
Note that we will assume graphics hardware that can compute
dot-products in some way and for Ward’s model we assume support
for two dimensional dependent texture lookups. We will only take
a look at the specular part of the BRDFs, since the diffuse reflection
can be simply added with a diffuse bump mapping step, see [8, 11]
for example. Furthermore, we assume that the surfaces are lit with
either a point light source or with a directional light source.

3.1

Banks Model

The first model that we use is the anisotropic Banks model [1]
(specular part only):
Lo = ks · (n̂ · ˆ
l)+

q
+
q
1 − (v̂ · t̂)2 1 − (ˆ
l · t̂)2 − (v̂ · t̂)(ˆ
l · t̂)

where v̂ is the global viewing direction, ˆ
l is the global light direction, {n̂, t̂, n̂ × t̂} is the local coordinate frame, ks is the specular
coefficient, and (a)+ means that a is clamped to zero, if a < 0.
The Banks model is an ad-hoc model, which is not physically
based. It assumes small fibers along the given tangent, resulting in
anisotropic reflections.
Since this model mainly uses dot-products we only need dependent texture
√ lookups for the square roots. We use the function
R(s) := 1 − s, which we sample in the range [0, 1] and put
in the form of Pixel Textures [23], but is expected to be available on other
graphics hardware by the end of the year.

it into a one dimensional texture map. We can rewrite the Banks
model using this function:
Lo


+


ks · (n̂ · ˆ
l)+ R (v̂ · t̂)2 R (ˆ
l · t̂)2 − (v̂ · t̂)(ˆ
l · t̂) .

=

All the other parts of the reflectance model can be computed
using a combination of dot-product computations (using register
combiners or the color matrix) and blending operations. Only one
two dimensional texture map is needed for storing the tangents and
the specular coefficient.
If desired, it is possible to use an approximation of this model in
order to make it work on current graphics hardware. The function
R(s) can be approximated with R∗ (s) := (1 − s), which is a crude
approximation, but avoids the dependent texture lookup completely,
since it can be computed directly with the graphics hardware. See
Section 6 for results using the Banks model.

3.2

Anisotropic Blinn-Phong Model

Blinn [3] modified the original Phong model [21] so that it achieves
more realistic reflections:
Lo

=

ks (ĥ · n̂)N ,

where ĥ is the normalized halfway vector between the light and the
viewing direction, n̂ is the local surface normal, ks is the specular
coefficient, and N controls the sharpness of the highlight. This
is the model that is usually used for hardware accelerated bump
mapping. We will rewrite the model so that it is anisotropic and that
it has more parameters that influence the shape of the highlight.
With Pythagoras’ theorem the above dot-product can be expressed the following way:
ĥ · n̂

=

=

3.3
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Ward’s Model

Ward [27] has introduced a mathematical simple but physically
meaningful BRDF model:
1

fr := ks q
(ˆ
l · n̂)(v̂ · n̂)


 ,

where the parameters αx/y ∈ [0, 1] are used to control the
anisotropy and the sharpness of the highlight. The smaller these
values are, the sharper the highlight is.
This model uses two functions that are not supported by current graphics hardware: the square root and the exponentiation.
These functions can be modeled with one two dimensional dependent texture lookup, where N is used as one parameter and the result of the expression e that is inside the square root is used as the
other parameter
√ of the lookup. So we have to sample the function
F (N, e) := ( e)N and store it as a texture map. The expression e
can be evaluated in the parameter stage using current graphics hardware. We need to store the tangents and the binormals (already divided by αx respectively αy ) in two two dimensional texture maps.
The parameters N and ks can be stored in the alpha channel of the
texture maps.
Since we have an additional set of parameters αx/y that are used
to control the sharpness of the highlight, it is not necessary anymore
to use the parameter N at all. If desired, we can use the same idea
as before and approximate the square root with the identity function. This simplification eliminates the necessity to use dependent
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1
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p

E(m, d)
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exp(−2

m
),
1+d

which leads to the following equation:
Lo

N



1

· exp −2
4παx αy

where ĥ is the halfway vector between the light and the viewing
direction, {n̂, t̂, b̂} is the local coordinate frame, ks is the specular
coefficient, αx/y control the sharpness of the highlight (the smaller
the sharper), and the ratio αx : αy controls the anisotropy. The
outgoing radiance is computed the following way: Lo = fr ·(n̂·ˆ
l)+ .
Ward also measured the BRDFs of real materials and fitted his
model to the measured data, which are available in [27].
This model needs to be broken up into two complex functions:

!
r
+ N
2
2
.
1 − (ĥ · t̂) − (ĥ · b̂)

The model can be made anisotropic by prolonging the tangent
and the binormal by a certain amount, which is similar to the
anisotropic formulation used by Kindlmann and Weinstein [12]:

Lo

texturing and the modified model can thus be used on current graphics hardware. See Section 4 for two rendering algorithms using this
model and see Section 6 for some renderings done at interactive
rates.

=

ks
· S(p) · E(m, d) · (n̂ · ˆ
l)+ .
4παx αy

The two complex functions cannot be computed with graphics
hardware, while the other operations are supported. So we sample
these functions over their domain and store them in texture maps,
which are then used during the dependent texture lookup. The parameters p, m, and d are computed in the parameter stage:
p

=

m

=

d

=

(ˆ
l · n̂)(v̂ · n̂),

2
t̂
ĥ ·
+
αx

b̂
ĥ ·
αy

!2

,

ĥ · n̂.

It is necessary to store the following data in texture maps: one texture map for αt̂x , one for αb̂y , one for n̂, and ks /(4παx αy ) can
for example be stored in the alpha channel of one of the other texture maps. The light, viewing, and halfway vectors are varying
smoothly and can be specified per vertex.

3.4

Other models

Obviously this technique can be applied to other BRDF models as
long as they can be broken up into functions which depend on a
maximum of n parameters, with n being the maximum dimension
of the supported dependent texture lookup. Furthermore the graphics hardware must be able to compute the parameters of these functions.

4

Rendering

Here we would like to discuss the algorithm that we used to render
surfaces with the anisotropic Blinn-Phong model in order to identify problems when using our method with current graphics hardware. Note that the rendering algorithm for other models is similar.
We will present the rendering algorithm for the simplified BlinnPhong model, which does not need the dependent texture lookup:

Lo

=

ks

2

t̂
1 − ĥ ·
−
αx

b̂
ĥ ·
αy

!2 !+

.

As already mentioned before, we need to store the tangent

(1)
t̂
αx

in

one texture map and the binormal αb̂y in a second texture map.
These material textures define the reflective properties of the surface. For instance, if a single scratch is to be modeled on a glossy
surface, the tangents should be aligned along the scratch and the
αx should be small compared to αy giving an anisotropic highlight
along the scratch. The rest of the surface can be made isotropic by
using αx = αy .
The vectors t̂ and b̂ can either be specified in a global coordinate system, which means that the surface which this material is
applied to has to be known in advance (including geometry, orientation, and position), which has the big disadvantage that these
texture maps can only be applied to one specific surface. Or the
vectors can be specified in a local coordinate system, which allows
to reuse the material textures for different surfaces. But then the
viewing and light direction need to be converted into the same local
coordinate system before they can be used [11]. Nonetheless we
choose to specify the vectors of all material textures in the same
local coordinate system to be able to reuse the material textures.
We will now discuss two algorithms, one using the register combiner extension and one using the color matrix of the OpenGL
imaging subset.

4.1

Register Combiners

Register combiners offer some limited programmability in the multitexturing stage. The supported features include the computation
of dot-products and signed arithmetic [18].
Using these features, it is quite simple to implement the BlinnPhong model in one pass. For a given polygon, viewer and point
light source (or also directional light source) we compute the light
and viewing vectors at every vertex. Then we compute the halfway
vector for every vertex and transform it into the local coordinate
system of the used material texture. At every vertex the local
halfway vector is then specified as the color.
Both material textures are loaded once into texture memory using the multitexturing extension [22]. Some attention has be paid
to the dynamic range of the stored vectors. Usually all components
of a normalized vector are in the range [−1, 1], but in our case the
vectors are divided component-wise with the αx/y values, which
are less or equal 1, making the possible dynamic range quite large.
In order to limit this range, we are not allowing the αx/y to be
smaller than 0.25. We scale all the material textures by 0.25 so
that the range is again [−1, 1]. This way only two bits of precision
are lost and rescaling by a factor of 4 is supported by the register
combiner extension. Furthermore, we scale and bias the textures so
that the range becomes [0, 1] to conform with the allowed range for
texture maps (the register combiners map it back to [−1, 1]).
Now we can set up the register combiners. In the first stage we
compute the dot-product of the vector stored in first texture (contains the tangent divided by αx ) with the interpolated color (the ĥ
vector), scale it by four, and output it to the first spare register. In

the same stage we also compute the dot-product of the second texture (contains the binormal divided by αy ) with the ĥ vector, scale
it by four, and output it to the second spare register. In the second
stage we compute the squares of both dot-products, add them, and
output them again to the first spare register. In the final combiner
stage we subtract the first spare register from 1. Now we render the
polygon and the register combiners evaluate Equation 1 for every
pixel.

4.2

Imaging Subset

The imaging subset [22] supports the application of a 4 × 4 matrix
(called color matrix) to each pixel in an image while it is transferred to or from the frame buffer or to texture memory. Using this
color matrix it is possible to compute dot-products. Furthermore a
color lookup table can be applied to the result of the color matrix
computation, which can be used to compute squares for instance.
We will use the color matrix to compute the dot-product between
the halfway vector ĥ and the tangents/binormals stored in texture
maps, and the color lookup table to square the results. Since the
color matrix is constant while it is applied to a texture, only dotproducts between a constant vector (stored in the color matrix) and
vectors stored in a texture map can be computed. Hence it is necessary to use a directional light source, to assume an orthogonal
viewer (at least per polygon), and to use flat surfaces only (i.e. same
normal at all vertices), or otherwise the halfway vector would vary
over the polygon. Again, the halfway vector has to be computed by
hand.
The material textures need to be scaled and biased the same way
as before, since the values of a texture must be in [0, 1]. It is not
necessary to limit the smallest αx/y to 0.25 though. In fact, if floating point textures are used, they can become as small as floating
point precision allows, since the color matrix also works with floating point precision.
Rendering is a bit more complicated, needing three passes this
time. For every polygon, we set up the the color matrix such that
it computes the dot-product between the (constant) halfway vector
and the vectors stored in the texture map. At the same time the color
matrix has to compensate for the scaling and biasing of the texture
map. We also define a color lookup table which squares the result
of the color matrix computation. Then we load the first texture
map (contains the tangent divided by αx ) into the texture memory,
which computes the square of the dot-product with ĥ. We render
the polygon with this texture map into the frame buffer. Now the
second texture map (contains the binormal divided by αy ) is loaded
to texture memory computing the second dot-product and squaring
it. We set blending to addition and render the polygon again, which
now adds the second squared dot-product on top. Afterwards the
subtract blend extension is used to subtract the intermediate result
from one. Now Equation 1 has been evaluated for every pixel of the
rendered polygon.

5

Hardware Issues

There are a few problems with the current graphics hardware that
limit the application of our method. We will discuss these issues
with the help of current OpenGL extensions.
Imaging subset. The imaging subset [22] offers a simple way
to apply a 4 × 4 matrix to vectors which are stored in texture maps.
This 4 × 4 matrix can also be used to compute dot-products. The
precision is high, since the color matrix uses floating point arithmetic, but in its current implementation no signed results are possible. Moreover, loading textures and applying the color matrix is
expensive.

The imaging subset is one way of doing the computations in the
parameter stage, but with its limitations it is necessary to assume
a directional light source, an orthogonal viewer, and flat surfaces
(i.e. same normal at all vertices), which makes reflections from
curved objects look unrealistic.
The imaging subset also supports color lookup tables after the
color matrix has been applied. This lookup table can be seen as a
one dimensional dependent texture lookup. But its application is
limited, because the indices for the lookup can only be computed
using the color matrix.
Multitexturing. Multitexturing [24] provides a means to combine multiple different textures in one rendering pass. The possible operations usually include multiplication and addition of textures. The current implementations of multitexturing do not support
signed arithmetic, making it too limited for our technique (register
combiners are an exception). Furthermore most current implementations of multitexturing are limited to two texture maps.
Register combiners. The register combiner extension [18] provides a very wide range of operations that are supported during the
multitexturing stage. Those operations include dot-products, multiplications, sums, differences and signed arithmetic.
The only currently available hardware implementing the register
combiner extension (NVIDIA GeForce 256 and NVIDIA Quadro)
is limited to 8+1 bits of precision and can only compute a limited number of operations during one multitexturing step. The supported range of values is limited to [−1, 1] for all intermediate results. Some support for scaling intermediate results is available,
which can be used to handle larger ranges (see rendering algorithm
in Section 4.1), but with the limited precision this can only be used
to some extent.

Figure 2: Bilinear interpolation in the register combiners can cause
visible artefacts. Both images were rendered using the anisotropic
Blinn-Phong model, the left image using a software renderer and
the right image using the register combiners. The additional rings
around the bumps (right image) are due to the interpolation.
Since the register combiner work during the multitexturing stage,
the values fed into the register combiners are already filtered bilinearly (if filtering is turned off, textures will look blocky). Bilinear
filtering is reasonable for color values, but it causes problems with
arbitrary data, such as vectors and material properties. See Figure 2 for an example, where the interpolation of tangent vectors
causes visible artefacts. The main problem is that the stored data
is interpolated before its used, instead of being used first and then
interpolated. A renormalization cube map [11] can be used for interpolation problems with normalized vectors, but this technique
cannot be extended to other data types.
Despite these problems, the register combiner provide a very
convenient method of computing the parameters in the parameter
stage.
Pixel textures. Pixel textures [23], available on SGI Octanes,
are the only way of doing dependent texture lookups at the moment.
The image that contains the indices has to be written using glDrawPixels, which are used to index into the current active texture map.
This is a rather complicated and bandwidth-intensive method to do

dependent texture lookups, which needs many copies to and from
the host memory, because all intermediate results that are used as
indices (parameters of functions in our case) have to be first written
to the frame buffer and then read to host memory in order to apply
the pixel textures.

5.1

Discussion

A blend of different features would be necessary for a better support of our technique. The register combiners have been proven to
be a good way to implement flexible operations in the multitexturing stage. More stages, more concurrent texture maps and higher
precision would make them even more useful.
Both rendering algorithms presented in Section 4 have one problem in common. The possibly needed relative viewing, light, and
halfway vectors have to be computed by hand at every vertex. This
by itself is not ideal, but furthermore it keeps one from using display lists, since these vectors change for every new viewing, light,
or object position. Rendering speed could be significantly improved
if these values were automatically fed into the multitexturing stage,
which has already been proposed in a similar way by McCool and
Heidrich [14]. It would also be helpful if these vectors were interpolated using correct spherical interpolation, since the currently
supported bilinear interpolation can lead to highlight aliasing across
polygon boundaries unless a high tessellation is used.
As seen in Figure 2, the bilinearly interpolated material textures
can cause severe visible artefacts. Unfortunately, this is not an easy
problem to fix. All calculations (such as dot-products) should work
on the stored values before they are interpolated. Bilinear interpolation should then be applied to the result of the specified computations. Unfortunately, this solution cannot be easily integrated into
the multitexturing stage without changing the concept of it.
Dependent texture lookups should be implemented in such a way
that an easy use is possible, for example inside the multitexturing/register combiner stage, although an efficient hardware implementation is difficult due to possible memory stalls.
Dependent texture lookups could be avoided in certain cases if
the multitexturing stage was able to compute more complex functions like square roots or divisions. Obviously, the set of necessary
functions depends on the BRDFs that are to be used, but dot product, square root, division and exponentiation seem to be likely candidates. However, it is unclear if more complex functions should be
added or if dependent texture lookups should be used. On the one
hand the access pattern of the dependent texture lookup is possibly
irregular and therefore resulting in memory stalls but this highly
depends on the given bump map. On the other hand the per-pixel
computation of complex functions such as divisions is very expensive.

6

Results

Here we would like to show different images that were rendered
using our technique. Unless stated otherwise, all the images were
rendered in two rendering passes (diffuse and specular pass) on an
NVIDIA GeForce 256 using the modified anisotropic Blinn-Phong
model (no square root and no exponentiation) at interactive rates
(15–25Hz).
Figure 3 shows a single polygon that has scratches along both
axes. Depending on the direction of the incoming light, one can see
scratches along one axis or the other, or if lit from top, scratches in
both directions are visible.
In Figure 4 two spheres are depicted, one which was roughly
brushed longitudinally and one latitudinally. One can clearly see
how anisotropic highlights occur depending on the orientation of
the scratches.

Figure 3: A single polygon with scratches along both axes, lit from different directions.

Figure 4: Two spheres with scratches in different directions. Each
sphere consists of 2500 triangles.
More complex materials can also be rendered using the
anisotropic Blinn-Phong model. In Figure 5 you can see a sphere
with slightly brushed bumpy gold. In Figure 6 you can see a marble sphere with elevated “veins”. The marble itself reflects slightly
more light in the darker parts, which was done by increasing αy in
the darker parts. The material textures for the marble can be seen
in Figure 7.

Figure 6: Marble sphere with elevated “veins” using the shiftvariant Blinn-Phong model.

Figure 7: Material textures for the marble sphere. The left image
shows the tangents divided by αx and the right image shows the
binormals divided by αy .

Ward’s model. The Banks and Ward’s model were simulated in
software, because of the lacking dependent texturing.

7
Figure 5: Gold and bumpy sphere.
Finally we would like to compare different lighting models.
In Figure 8 a polygon with the same slightly brushed bump map
was rendered using the Blinn-Phong model, the Banks model, and

Conclusions

We have presented a technique which enables hardware accelerated
bump mapping with anisotropic shift-variant BRDFs. This technique allows the local coordinate frame as well as the parameters
of the BRDF model to change on a per-pixel basis.
Our method is general enough to handle a wide range of BRDFs,
provided that dependent texture lookups are supported. It can still

Figure 8: The same bump mapped surface was rendered with different lighting models. From left to right: Banks model, anisotropic BlinnPhong, Ward’s model.

be applied to certain BRDFs, even if this feature is not supported.
Namely, we propose an approximation to an anisotropic version of
the Blinn-Phong model and to the Banks model, which can be then
used on current graphics hardware.
We have found that todays graphics hardware has some limitations which may introduce visible artefacts. We have discussed
possible enhancements how these limitations could be overcome in
future graphics hardware.
There is still a lot of research to be done in this area. Aliasing problems have not been dealt with at all, being still an issue
for all bump mapping algorithms. Mip-mapping, a commonly used
technique to avoid aliasing artefacts, is already difficult to use with
traditional hardware accelerated bump mapping algorithms, but it is
especially difficult if complex BRDF models are used, since it is unclear how the material textures should be mip-mapped. A straightforward solution would be to fit a given BRDF model to each pixel
of each mip-mapping level, which is not a simple task.
Furthermore it is not clear how the material properties (local coordinate frame, BRDF parameters) can be obtained. Measuring
shift-variant BRDFs is generally possible, but requires the measurement of a six dimensional function. It is also conceivable that
an artist “draws” these properties using special software, but this
software does not exist yet.
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